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By Debra Sweet

  

An extraordinary - as in the top half of the front page, and 5 full  inside pages, with photos -
investigation series of U.S. military-caused  civilian deaths began in The New York Times this
weekend.

  

Readers of this newsletter, which began in 2005, will know that its headline "Hidden Files Bare
Military Failures in Deadly Strikes,"
fails to convey the fact that failure to protect non-combatants is 
built in 
to the unjust, illegitimate, immoral and imperialist wars the U.S. wages.

  

But it's important to read and digest this series in print, interactive digital and audio formats.  If
you can't access The New York Times, write us and we'll help get the material.
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https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2021/12/18/us/airstrikes-pentagon-records-civilian-deaths.html?name=styln-civilian-casualties%c2%aeion=TOP_BANNER&amp;block=storyline_menu_recirc&amp;action=click&amp;pgtype=Article&amp;variant=0_Control&amp;is_new=false&amp;link_id=0&amp;can_id=0d746d23f5d35284cb3f760c3c3bb126&amp;source=email-only-with-your-help-reaching-students&amp;email_referrer=email_1390158&amp;email_subject=extraordinary-failure-of-us-military&amp;link_id=0&amp;can_id=58c0266c1190647590fb690ee62e23eb&amp;email_referrer=&amp;email_subject=extraordinary-failure-of-us-military
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2021/12/18/us/airstrikes-pentagon-records-civilian-deaths.html?name=styln-civilian-casualties%c2%aeion=TOP_BANNER&amp;block=storyline_menu_recirc&amp;action=click&amp;pgtype=Article&amp;variant=0_Control&amp;is_new=false&amp;link_id=0&amp;can_id=0d746d23f5d35284cb3f760c3c3bb126&amp;source=email-only-with-your-help-reaching-students&amp;email_referrer=email_1390158&amp;email_subject=extraordinary-failure-of-us-military&amp;link_id=0&amp;can_id=58c0266c1190647590fb690ee62e23eb&amp;email_referrer=&amp;email_subject=extraordinary-failure-of-us-military
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  Today journalist Azmat Khan has the second in the series, "The Civilian Casualty Files."  Hewrites in the intro:  The documents, along with The Times’s ground reporting, illustrate the  many, often disastrousways the military’s predictions of the peril to  civilians turn out to be wrong. Their lessons rarelylearned, these  breakdowns of intelligence and surveillance occur again and again.  Repeatedly the documents point to the psychological phenomenon of  'confirmation bias' — thetendency to search for and interpret  information in a way that confirms a pre-existing belief.People  streaming toward a fresh bombing site were assumed to be ISIS fighters,  not civilianrescuers.  Men on motorcycles  moving 'in formation,' displaying the 'signature' of an imminent attack,were just men on motorcycles.   Often, the danger to civilians is lost in the cultural gulf separating  American soldiers and thelocal populace. 'No civilian presence' was  detected when, in fact, families were sleepingthrough the days of the  Ramadan fast, sheltering inside against the midsummer swelter or gathering in a single house for protection when the fighting  intensified.  In many cases, civilians were visible in surveillance footage, but  their presence was either notobserved by analysts or was not noted in  the communications before a strike. In chat logsaccompanying some  assessments, soldiers can sound as if they are playing video games, in one case expressing glee over getting to fire in an area ostensibly  'poppin' with ISIS fighters —without spotting the children in their  midst.  All of this exposure confirms the necessity to step up reaching youth about the dangersof joining the U.S. military.   
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https://www.nytimes.com/2021/12/19/magazine/victims-airstrikes-middle-east-civilians.html?link_id=2&amp;can_id=0d746d23f5d35284cb3f760c3c3bb126&amp;source=email-only-with-your-help-reaching-students&amp;email_referrer=email_1390158&amp;email_subject=extraordinary-failure-of-us-military&amp;link_id=2&amp;can_id=58c0266c1190647590fb690ee62e23eb&amp;email_referrer=&amp;email_subject=extraordinary-failure-of-us-military
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2021/us/c-6-4-17-syria.html?link_id=4&amp;can_id=58c0266c1190647590fb690ee62e23eb&amp;source=email-only-with-your-help-reaching-students&amp;email_referrer=&amp;email_subject=extraordinary-failure-of-us-military

